
  
  

ATTACHMENT S 
  

SAFETY REGULATIONS PROTOCOL as per SI Point 2 - [DP][NP][SP] 
AMENDED 04/07/2021 at 13:10 

 

1. [SP] Before leaving and immediately returning from the sea, but no later than the 
protest time limit, each boat must fill in the Sign OUT/IN form at the white tend close 
to the main ramp.  
The lists will be available to the IJ at the end of Protest Time limit.  
 

2. Boats failing to fulfil the Sign OUT requirement will receive 2 pts penalty on the first 
race of the day without a hearing. This change RRS 63.1 and A5.1  

3. Boats failing to fulfil the Sign IN requirement will receive 2 pts penalty on the last  race 
of the day without a hearing.  This change RRS 63.1 and A5.1 

4. Boats not leaving the Boat Park for the day's races shall notify the RO as soon as 
possible, and fill in the appropriate form available online on the RRS website using the 
Penalty Report.  

5. A boat that retires from racing shall notify the RC before leaving the racing area, or if 
that is not possible, shall notify the RO as soon as possible after returning ashore, and fill 
in the appropriate form available online on the RRS website using the Penalty Report.  

6. When Hotel flag is displayed afloat on any RC boat, all boats must go to the harbour 
as soon as possible. This changes RRS Race Signals  

7. Rule 40.1 will apply, see Rule 40.2.  

IN/OUT PROTOCOL  
Premise  
We are in a port area where ferries, private traffic and fishermen traffic depart and arrive. 
Therefore, the rules of navigation must be respected, and everyone is responsible for their 
actions. The OA takes no responsibility for any actions carried out by the participants. 
Sailing inside the harbour is generally forbidden, to sail on a direct way out/in to reach the 
racing area competitors must respect these rules: 

A. OUT  
A.1 If DELTA Flag or RED Flag or both are displayed near the ramp means: IT IS 
STRICTLY FORBIDDEN TO GO OUT [DP][NP] 



 
IN 
A.2 If NO Flag or RED Flag is displayed near the ramp means: IT IS POSSIBLE TO EXIT - 
QUICKLY TRANSITING THE WATERS OF THE HARBOUR UNTIL FREE ENTRY [DP] [NP]  
 
B.  
IN  
One rubber boat, that display Black “S” on White Flag, will be positioned at the 
entrance of the harbour and will be the only one entitled to authorize the way-in to 
the boats. The F18 boats MUST wait in a disciplined order of arrival for the entry 
authorization signal, using the water area that will be indicated. Transit from the 
entrance to the slipway MUST be done as fast as possible to allow the entry of other 
boats.  
B.1 If the rubber boats display a RED flag, means: no entry WAIT IN THE INDICATED 
AREA [DP] [NP]  
 
B.2 If the rubber boats do not display flags, means: You can enter in compliance with 
the waiting order [DP] [NP]  
 
PENALTIES FOR INFRINGEMENTS OF THIS PROTOCOL (This change RRS 63.1 and A5.1)  
A.1 -  DNE without a hearing in the first valid race.   
A.2 -  20% without a hearing in the first valid race.  
B.2 -  DNE without a hearing in the last valid race.  


